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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A new premises, a recruitment process to expand staff, a HSE-sponsored project and an expansion
of our Board of Directors were some key developments in 2021 but the shadow of Covid-19 was
ever present in the work. We recorded the highest number of new clients in our 24-year history and
also the highest level of counselling support sessions. A dip in March, deep in lockdown, was worrying
and then demand spiked again and remained high throughout the year, creating additional pressures
as we changed the manner of response and rolled out the national and specific responses to domestic
abuse. Airbnb partnered with Safe Ireland and Women’s Aid to provide free hotel emergency
accommodation for domestic violence survivors across Ireland and 51 nights of accommodation in
total were provided for DVR service users in Galway city and county via this scheme. Women’s Aid
and Safe Ireland’s Hardship Fund made it possible to support women to relocate and flee from
domestic abuse. It paid petrol costs, helped service users to set up new homes, install dashcam or
CCTV, purchase phone credit, and replace clothes or property that was destroyed by the
perpetrator. Tusla Rent Supplement meant women could leave and avail of rent supplement
immediately, for a period of 3 months. SSE Windfarm, Galway City and Galway County Councils and
Community Foundation of Ireland made it possible to expand our out-of-hours service provision to
include evening scheduled support appointments at a time that suited service users. Cruinniú, a local
charity, came good with €6000 worth of food vouchers to alleviate hardship for service users at
Christmas.
Despite travel restrictions, our court advocacy staff travelled over 100 times to courts to provide
face-to-face supports in the court houses of Galway City, Ballinasloe, Loughrea, Tuam, Clifden and
Derynea. In early summer the restrictions began to lift and DVR, like many domestic violence services,
began responding to the double trauma of lockdown and months of abuse. The disclosures, mostly
from women but also from men availing of telephone support, were stark and harrowing. Women
disclosed how Covid was used as a tactic to inflict further control, to enforce isolation, to impose
strict and excessive cleaning routines, and punishments, for putting the family at risk. A significant
increase in disclosures on sexual abuse was noted by staff during this period.
Despite Covid work continued, as DVR met its additional funding obligations. We progressed an
important HSE initiative around older women’s experience of domestic abuse. This necessitated the
employment of additional staff, the extension of services, the roll-out of community initiatives aimed
at prevention and early intervention, the production of appropriate literature and extensive
interagency working. The Million Stars was another opportunity to reach into the community and
begin a conversation about healthy relationships in a setting that facilitated older women in particular,
throughout the city and county. We rolled out a Tusla-sponsored remit to continue to provide our
clients in Galway city and county with supports as well as provide services in South West Connemara.
An exciting development in that work was the employment of the first Irish-speaking member of staff.
We made use of our long-standing connections in this rural community to source outreach rooms
for the delivery of services and development of literature in Irish. A Healthy Relationships programme
was delivered in Irish in Indreabhán and Carna secondary schools.
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Service users’ needs and choice are a fundamental part of our service, and we remain the dominant
provider of outreach in Galway city and county. In 2021, 23% of our service users were foreign
nationals and a key development to respond to this need was the development of literature by DVR
in French, Polish and Spanish. An important element of peer support was the delivery of the
educational support programme, Paths To Freedom, for service users who had left their relationship,
and this was delivered online in the latter part of the year. Essential interagency work continued with
a wide range of agencies and stakeholders including a comprehensive proposal developed with the
Irish Centre for Human Rights, NUI Galway around women’s experiences of court and this continues
to be progressed in 2022.
Our Board of Directors expanded in 2021 and it provided governance, re-defined our objectives and
developed a strategic plan to inform our focus and our direction for the next 3 years.
On behalf of the Board, I would like to thank staff, volunteers, stakeholders, and funders for their
ongoing and committed support for our service in both a challenging and exciting year.

INTRODUCTION TO DVR
Founded in 1998, Domestic Violence Response (DVR) is a feminist organisation that provides a range
of supports to women and their children who experience domestic violence. DVR is a rural-based
community led service, responding to the needs of women and children impacted by domestic abuse
and works to devise long-term responses to the issue in Galway city and county. A limited company
and registered charity, our service is informed by a gender-based analysis of violence against women
as well as community development principles. Our aim is to provide services that are client-led,
needs-based, consistent, professional, holistic and delivered to service users as a right and in a spirit
of solidarity.
The support services include: one-to-one counselling support and information sessions, telephone
support, group work, programmes to meet the parenting needs of women, including women who
are estranged from their children due to domestic abuse, educational and support programmes for
women and local communities, arts-based projects, programmes directly orientated towards young
people. All of these services have been developed with the core involvement of those with direct
experience of domestic abuse. 1500 plus women in Galway city and county and from all backgrounds
have received these supports from DVR in the past twenty-four years.
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We have created a dynamic, innovative responsive service for Galway city and county. Our success
in providing a high-quality service is evidenced by nominations for its professionalism and expertise
by service users and community groups for the Mayor’s Awards in Galway City in 2015, with DVR
being the outright winner for outstanding work in the Community Facilities category at the
Cathaoirleach’s Awards for County Galway in 2019.

Figure 1: Staff, Board members and supporters with the Mayor’s Award.
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THE AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF DVR
DVR is informed by current legislation on domestic abuse including the Istanbul Convention, the
2nd National Strategy on Domestic, Sexual and Gender-Based Violence and the National Strategy for Women
and Girls 2017-2020: Creating a Better Society for All.
The key aims of DVR are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To meet women's practical and emotional support needs through all stages of dealing with an
abusive relationship.
To meet women’s safety and support needs with a range of interventions, before, during and
after they leave the relationship, as appropriate.
To provide service users with appropriate information and initiating referrals to agencies that
can help.
To deliver a range of specific interventions which respect diversity and take into account
service users’ nationality and ethnic group.
To provide an opportunity to service users to avail of peer support, empowerment and
wellness through our Educational Support Programmes.
To facilitate the safety needs of children by implementation of DVR Safeguarding policy.
To network with other agencies and promote an increased understanding of domestic abuse
by providing training to these groups.
To ensure a high level of service user involvement in the development of programmes, polices
and governance.
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The key objectives of DVR are as follows:

Objective 1

To provide a range of highly skilled interventions that meet the
complex and diverse needs of women who present to our service
at all stages of need.

Objective 2

establish a women’s network and a women’s centre in Galway,
based on feminist and community development values, in order to
address social exclusion and pursue women’s equality.

Objective 3

To build collaborative relationships and links with key stakeholders,
locally, regionally, and nationally.

Objective 4

To contribute to national policy on domestic abuse.

Objective 5

To build awareness of domestic violence and the profile of DVR.

Objective 6

To ensure organisational development and sustainability.
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Figure 2: Overview of Services 2021

The following observations are noted in the overview of services 2021:
136 new service users presented to DVR in 2021. This was the highest level of new Service users in
the organisation’s history. Service users who were referred by word of mouth, family members or
friends or self-referred formed the majority of those who used the services of DVR. Referrals from
other agencies and professionals include doctors, social workers, Gardaí, solicitors, Community
Welfare Officers, and community development projects. Family Resource Centre workers, domestic
violence advocates from other services such as Women’s Aid, individual psychotherapists and
counsellors made up the remainder of the referrals. In addition, a small number of women
approached the service through the use of the internet and social media including Facebook and
Twitter.
A total of 266 service users availed of the services in 2021, with a significant increase in return service
users in the latter part of the year. Galway city and county have the highest multicultural
representation in Ireland, at 25% of the total population. 23% of DVR service users in 2021 were
foreign nationals and came from the following countries: United States of America, Mexico, England,
Poland, Syria, Russia, Spain, Portugal, Lithuania, Australia, France, Brazil, Germany, Sri Lanka,
Philippines, Malaysia, India and Liberia. 1.8% of Service Users identified as being of Traveller ethnicity
in 2021.
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Figure 3: Nationality of Clients
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Figure 4: New Clients 2015 -2021

COUNSELLING SUPPORT AND INFORMATION:
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136

2021

(1) ONE-TO-ONE SUPPORT FOR WOMEN
One of the most important roles for DVR is to create a safe, confidential space, where a relationship
of trust can be established in order to deal effectively with domestic abuse. 1449 support sessions
were provided by our support workers to service users in 2021. While this figure was slightly below
that for 2020, overall the demand was substantially increased for this service because of Covid-19.
1038 scheduled telephone support sessions in lieu of face-to-face sessions, took place in 2021
comprising an additional 308 face-to-face sessions.
Counselling support workers are counsellors or pre-accredited counsellors who provide initial
assessment with each new client, explore immediate danger, devise safety plans and thereafter,
continue to work with service users, exploring the impacts of domestic violence on them and their
families. Information on coping strategies, self-care, perpetrator tactics, types of abuse, parenting
issues and healthy relationship dynamics are covered in these sessions. Due to their traumatic
experiences of domestic violence, many victims/survivors have specific additional needs and may
experience depression and PTSD for example.
In 2020/2021 DVR was funded by a wide range of agencies to expand the ongoing supports to clients
and provide out-of-hours services. Evening appointments ensured service users could avail of support
from their counsellor at a time that suited.

Figure 5: Support Sessions

(2) TELEPHONE SUPPORT
Telephone support is available Monday to Friday from 9.30am to 4.30pm. This confidential support
is operated by the organisation to provide help, information, listening, advice, support and/or
counselling to those who call. Typically, this service deals with the information, support or safety
needs of callers who directly or indirectly experience domestic abuse. 2093 emergency calls/texts
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were received during the year. These included calls from first-time service users looking for
immediate support and return service users who required emotional and practical supports. Of note
in 2021 is the decrease of missed calls which had been a worrying feature of previous years and was
addressed by the recruitment of additional staff.
(3) ADVOCACY ACCOMPANIMENT SERVICE
It is widely accepted that domestic abuse requires a multi-agency response and that the legal system,
both family law and criminal law, must be an integral part of this. However, for many victims/survivors
of domestic violence, the legal system itself remains a daunting, hostile and confusing place. Without
appropriate specialised advocacy, many women’s experiences of domestic abuse and their specific
needs of protection, prevention and support get lost. Advocates from DVR are highly trained and
provide an essential liaison, buffer and contact between the women experiencing domestic abuse and
the legal system. The immediate benefit arising from an in-court presence is the reduction of some
of the unintended harms such as traumatisation, re-traumatisation and secondary victimisation,
associated with attending court. The advocacy service is partially funded by the Commission for the
Support of Victims of Crime and is provided by dedicated DVR advocacy outreach workers in Galway
city and county.
109 advocacy accompaniments were carried out by DVR in 2021. The lower numbers of
accompaniments reflect the closure of court or other services early in 2021 when staff worked from
home. Court accompaniment was provided at the following court houses: Galway City, Derrynea,
Tuam, Loughrea, Clifden and Ballinasloe in 2021. The vast majority of accompaniments (84.4%) of
these were to court. Additional advocacy accompaniments included accompaniment to
solicitors/Legal Aid, Gardaí, Departments of Housing and Social Protection, Community Welfare
Officers, Social Welfare Offices and Tusla.
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Figure 6: Advocacy Appointments 2016 -2021
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(4) ADDITIONAL SERVICES: EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT PROGRAMMES
DVR has worked for many years with the SICAP and Bridge programmes of Galway City Partnership
and Galway Rural Development to facilitate women’s groups, with a focus on exploring domestic
abuse, self-development, personal resilience and healthy relationships. Specific programmes devised
and delivered by DVR include:
1. Paths to Freedom
2. Assertiveness Post-Separation
3. Exploring Healthy Relationships
4. Estrangement and Loss in the Context of Domestic Abuse
5. Parenting in the Aftermath of Domestic Abuse. (This programme promotes child welfare/
parenting and creates an improved understanding of how domestic abuse impacts on child
welfare and increases access to community resources including Tusla and opportunities which
support positive parenting).
Up to thirty women participate in these programmes annually. The programmes have been evaluated
and shown to create solidarity, increase resilience and understanding, provide peer support, decrease
isolation and offer educational inputs to avail of peer support. These are pre-training courses and
afford women further opportunities in gaining access to education and employment. In 2021 DVR
adapted Galway Roscommon Education and Training Board (GRETB) funded programmes to run
online and 12 service users took part in the Paths to Freedom programme. This took place remotely
on successive Thursdays between October and December 2021.
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Below is some of the feedback regarding these programmes:

v “I found every one of the topics covered helpful. The section covering the
impact of domestic violence and its impacts on the family and individuals the
most sobering session. It made me want to go out and scream to the world
wake up! See what is happening to girls and women - not just here but all over
the world! That day I wanted to get a degree more than ever to use it to help
change the laws that allows this gross injustice to continue to happen.”
v “The section covering assertiveness and bill of rights in relationships was
excellent - wish to God I had at least ‘glimpsed’ that before I ever went out on
my first date!”

v “I’m so grateful for this course and to the amazing people that ran it. I will be
forever grateful for having been given this opportunity. It has woke me up and
is bringing clarity to my life - which was just so full of pain, confusion and
isolation.”

v “The programme also helped me deal with other things in the past and there
seemed to be a lot of similar stories. I feel less unique in that regard now, less
lonely and isolated. Of all the therapies and counselling I have done in the past
- this group kind of therapy was the most helpful and effective. Thank you
so much.”
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GEORAPHICAL AREAS COVERED
DVR is funded to provide services in Galway city and county. In 2021, we transferred our main
premises from the town of Oughterard, to the new administration and counselling rooms in
Commerce House, Mountain Road, Moycullen, Co. Galway. This consists of administrative spaces,
3 counselling rooms and a large training / meeting room.
In 2021, we continued to provide domestic abuse services as needed in Galway city and county at
our counselling rooms in Salthill. This facilitated a continuation of service for service users who have
moved to Galway city and increased our capacity to respond to service users who require one-toone support. DVR received specific funding from Tusla to develop outreach and educational services
in South West Connemara. Outreach bases were established in An Cheathrú Rua and Indreabhán.
This made our service more accessible to service users from South Connemara who also had the
option of using our rooms in Salthill.

HSE PILOT PROJECT: OLDER WOMEN AND VULNERABLE ADULTS
In 2021 we were tasked by the HSE to develop and deliver a capacity-building project across a range
of agencies to increase understanding of coercive control and the role of agencies in responding to
this issue. This included a range of presentations to stakeholders in the Galway/Mayo/Roscommon
CHO2 area, including topics related to coercive control in intimate relationships, child- to-parent
violence and elder abuse.
The objectives of this initiative include:
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Build capacity across agencies to recognise, refer and respond to the issue of coercive control
and create a longer-term support service, extending to empowerment, education and training
opportunities for service users and their families experiencing domestic violence.
Create and deliver a specified number of training programmes to relevant stakeholders:
number and location of these as per HSE KPIs.
Provide services to Galway University Hospitals and those charged with safeguarding to
provide support, in a manner compliant with GDPR and national polices on service provision.
Create an MOU with relevant stakeholders in the CHO2 region to deliniate details of a
partnership which will be of mutual benefit to all partners and will clearly set out how a range
of services will be delivered to women impacted by domestic abuse in their units.
Create referral pathways that enhance service delivery for women impacted by domestic
abuse and develop interagency protocols to achieve seamless response services for women.
Provide an evaluation of the various elements of the pilot programme including training and
support interventions to understand how well it achieved its goals, help determine what
worked well and what could be improved in a future programme or initiative.
Create a business plan to reflect sound governance and financial oversight as well as a specific
financial plan for this year-long project.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HSE SERVICE
In 2021 the groundwork was prepared for the development of MOUs and the roll out of a pilot
project with Older Persons Operations. This work included the recruitment of staff, development of
business and operations plans, acquiring suitable administration and office space to facilitate this largescale project.

SAFEGUARDING
DVR collaborated with the Social Worker Safeguarding Team, Lá Nua Galway, in developing referral
pathways and providing support including for older women, women with disabilities and those dealing
with elder abuse, vulnerable adults with mental health issues and the Galway deaf community. This
included onsite collaboration with the Safeguarding team in the DVR premises to address specific
client needs.

DEVELOPMENT OF LITERATURE
DVR consulted with the HSE national Safeguarding team to produce information on elder abuse and
domestic abuse with reference to older people. A brochure was prepared for circulation in 2022.
DVR targeted brochure distribution and community outreach programmes to agencies working with
older women and groups with higher majority older women members. DVR reached out to partner
agencies to develop a health programme targeting older women.

Figure 7: Leaflet for Older Women
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COMMUNITY INITIATIVES
In 2021 the Community Response to Domestic Abuse, Western Regional Network (CRDAWN)
adopted the One Million Stars to End Violence initiative to mark the annual International 16 Days of
Action Opposing Violence Against Women (November 25th – December 10th). 2021 marked the
30th anniversary of the Global 16 Days Campaign. The One Million Stars campaign began in Melbourne,
Australia in 2012, in response to the death of an Irish woman and subsequently became a world-wide
response.
Community initiatives were carried out in Galway under the One Million Star Project which addressed
community awareness of domestic abuse with reference to older women, and aimed at raising
awareness, prevention and early intervention. This was done through the medium of craft. Each
workshop focused on healthy relationships and making a star to raising awareness around violence
against women. An information pack was put together for participants about DVR, CRDAWN and
the one million stars, and materials were also made available in Irish.
Below is the timetable for the group craft workshops/presentations by DVR, with the aim of
decreasing social isolation of older women as well as creating awareness of domestic abuse. This
project was funded jointly by Tusla and the HSE and presented to GRETB groups as follows:
DATE

TIME

GROUP

LANGUAGE

Wed 13th October

12-2

Inis Oírr

English

Wed 20th October

10.30-12.30

Letterfrack

English

Wed 3rd November

10.30-12.30

An Cheathrú Rua

Irish

Wed 10th November

10.30-12.30

Carna Patchwork
group

Irish

Wed 15th November

10.30-12.30

Westside /Croí na
Gaillimhe

English

Figure 8: Workshop Timetable
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Westside Craft Group
Women over 55 with average age
64.

Carna Craft Group
Women all over 55 with average age 68.

United Women, spell out Hope and
Love. Women from Brazil, Sudan and
Malawi average age 29.

Figure 9: Craft Groups
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DVR hosted an information stand at the Headford Women’s Health Day which was attended by
approximately 37 women, the majority over 50 years of age.

Figure 10: Headford Women's Health Day

GMIT Letterfrack: Against the Grain female society and students from different disciplines made 8
pointed stars from Wood Print and ribbon.

Figure 11: Against the Grain

THE IMPACT OF COVID
At the start of 2021 Ireland was experiencing the third wave of the Covid-19 pandemic. The country
was put into full lockdown in early January and did not begin to reopen until after Easter. In early
summer the restrictions began to lift and DVR, like many domestic violence services across the
country, saw a surge in calls. Services began responding to the double trauma of lockdown and
months of abuse with many seeing a particular increase in both return and new service users coming
forward and looking for supports. DVR delivered a number of national initiatives in 2021 which
specifically addressed Covid impacts:

SAFE IRELAND AND AIRBNB
Airbnb partnered with Safe Ireland and Women’s Aid in June 2020 to provide free hotel emergency
accommodation for domestic violence survivors across Ireland as refuges and services struggled with
the pressure of simultaneous increased demand and reduced capacity triggered by Health and Safety
requirements. 51 nights of accommodation in total were provided for DVR service users in Galway
city and county via Air BnB, through their free hotel emergency accommodation in Galway city, from
late June 2020 to December 2021.
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TUSLA RENT SUPPLEMENT
Rent Supplement is an initiative first piloted after the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic and is now
a permanent offering for women fleeing domestic abuse. It makes Rent Supplement immediately
available to victims of domestic abuse under a unique protocol which waives the conventional
qualifying criteria. Applicants can immediately avail of the Rent Supplement for a period of three
months without the requirement of a means-test, and this may be extended for a further three
months for those who do meet the means-test requirement.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR SERVICE USERS
Various funds were received from Safe Ireland’s Lifes2Good fund and Women’s Aid to assist service
users who experienced particular hardship with expenses related to domestic abuse during Covid.
This funding was used to assist service users with relocation and establishing new homes, the purchase
and installation of CCTV, applications for Legal Aid, the purchase of mobile phone credit and financial
assistance with petrol / travel costs. Cruinniú, a local charity based in Moycullen which has supported
DVR for many years, donated €6000 in food vouchers to assist service users from the area with
Christmas expenses.

IMPACT OF COVID ON DVR ADMINISTRATION
All staff and service users were advised to adhere to guidelines laid out by the HSE and the
Government of Ireland in order to minimise the spread of Covid-19. Throughout the year, all possible
hygiene precautions were taken on all premises, and masks, antigen tests and hand sanitiser made
available in the offices for all staff, service users and visitors. The service continued to remain open,
but counselling services were delivered online or by phone where possible. When staff were advised
to work from home, additional funding from Tulsa was approved and used to purchase equipment to
facilitate this. In the latter part of 2021, Covid made a significant impact on staffing levels at DVR and
student placements including Social Care students from Galway and Athlone ITs and counselling
colleges, including IACPD and Limerick LIT, were curtailed during the period of Covid restrictions.
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EDUCATIONAL WORK
Despite Covid, several initiatives were progressed in 2021 relating to the essential education work
undertaken by DVR. The following work was completed in this period:
DELIVERY OF SCHOOLS EDUCATION PROGRAMME IN SOUTHWEST
CONNEMARA THROUGH THE IRISH LANGUAGE
DVR has presented educational programmes for many years in Galway city and county based
secondary schools including, Saint Mary’s, Saint Enda’s, Galway Community College in Galway city
and Corr na Móna, Oughterard and An Cheathrú Rua in the county. In 2021 we initiated an Irish
language version of the programme Healthy Relationships, and this was presented in the school
education programme in South Connemara September – December 2021. These programmes for
3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th year students covered healthy and unhealthy relationships and raised awareness
about domestic abuse and the supports available for anyone in this situation. DVR also facilitated
similar workshops in secondary schools- Coláiste Cholmcille, Indreabhán which is attended by
students from Leitir Mealláin, Spiddal and Pobalscoil Mhic Dara, Carna, which is attended by students
from Cill Chiaráin, Carna, Recess and Roundstone.

PROVISION OF TRAINING
We have provided expertise and training to many professionals over the years including those who
regularly encounter domestic abuse in their work and who presently refer to our service. These
include GPs, Counsellors, Citizens Information Centres, Vincent de Paul, Public Health and Psychiatric
Nurses, Gardaí, Legal Services, Housing services, Primary Care Services and Mental Health Services.
We have enabled and equipped these services to recognise, respond appropriately and refer to
specialist domestic violence services.
A highlight of 2021 was a DVR online training which was carried out in conjunction with Galway
Traveller Movement (GTM) entitled Understanding and Responding to Coercive Control, which was
delivered to over 20 Primary Care Workers, working with the Galway Traveller Community, in May
2021. This event is one of many inputs on training by DVR staff for counsellors working with traveller
women and DVR is committed to working with GTM to help inform policy and develop strategies
on domestic abuse.

DEVELOPMENT OF LITERATURE IN OTHER LANGUAGES
A new set of brochures has been produced and printed, entitled Paths to Freedom, Parenting in the
Aftermath of Domestic Violence, Services for Older and Vulnerable Women, and Help Break the
Silence on Domestic Violence. The latter has been produced in Irish, and also in Spanish, French, and
Polish. All relevant material including cards and brochures with up-to-date information were
translated into Irish and delivered to appropriate groups in South West Connemara.
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Figure 12: Irish Language Brochures
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RADICAL LISTENING PROJECT
National Women’s Council of Ireland
DVR has always fostered service user active participation. Service users serve as directors in the
company, instigate public awareness events and advise on aspects of service input on educational
support programmes, TV documentaries and literature about domestic abuse. Other resources
developed with service user input, for instance, I know a Woman, Living to Tell the Tale, are examples
of resources developed through applying community development principles and used in group work
throughout the country.
In 2021, the annual Maynooth University lecture, which has server-user participation, was cancelled.
However, 7 service users from DVR took part in the National Women’s Council forum to elicit
information for the Women’s Heath Forum. This important workshop highlighted issues around postseparation abuse and the provision of training of professionals dealing with service users who
experience coercive control.

INTERAGENCY WORKING / PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS
Women who are seeking help to escape domestic abuse and improve their safety often have a myriad
of complex and intersecting needs, involving many different agencies. Support workers make referrals
to specialist counselling services and supports as well as providing information on the
victims/survivors’ rights to housing, social welfare and services. DVR works with other agencies and
organisations to develop partnerships and pathways for referral or collaborative working to support
service users whose needs cannot be met, either partially or in full, within the scope of the services
delivered by DVR. Service users making contact from other counties are referred to domestic
violence support services in that county or to the nearest DV support service. This is to ensure that
service users access outreach and support services in the most relevant, convenient and safe location.
An overview of the type of interagency networking can be seen from the following list of transactions
which occurred January to June 2021 and also see the Appendix.
Of note in 2021 are the following specific interagency initiatives:
1. Interagency referrals were received from Social Workers, Gardaí, GPs, Counsellors, Galway
Rape Crisis Centre, Women’s Aid and Family Resource Centres (FRC).
2. Interagency referrals were made to specialist support services including Sonas Dublin, Teach
Tearmann, Adapt House, Mayo Women’s Support Services, Inchicore Dublin FRC and Clare
Haven House.
3. Specific interagency work though Irish in South West Connemara with Tusla staff.
4. Specific interagency work about the services we provide for older women.
5. Specific interagency work with Modh Eile, Galway.
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INTERAGENCY WORK TUSLA
Of note are the following interagency developments in 2021:
1. DVR delivered a presentation on its service delivery and interventions remit to Tusla staff
based in South and North Connemara Child and Family Support Networks (CFSN) in
September. An overview of DVR’s work was delivered via Teams on furthering various
protocols including the use of DVR premises in Moycullen for the Oughterard-based social
workers, plus Tusla advertising of DVR services and educational programmes.
2. The creation of formal referral protocols with Tusla staff was also initiated in 2021.
3. DVR staff have been invited to participate in meetings and be the contact for the CFSN.
4. DVR devised links and referral protocols with family support services based in Clann in
Oughterard.

WESTERN REGIONAL NETWORK (CRDAWN)
DVR is an active member of the Community Response to Domestic Abuse, Western Regional
Network (CRDAWN). CRDAWN is a dynamic interagency working group with representation from
across 3 counties (Galway, Mayo and Roscommon) and from a range of services, including, but not
limited to, frontline support services, partnerships and Family Resource Centres. A DVR
representative currently sits on the CRDAWN Operational Management Committee.

PUBLIC AWARENESS ACTIVITES IN SOUTH CONNEMARA
The following are some of the activities of DVR in relation to public awareness in 2021:
DVR gave a talk about domestic abuse and the history of the 16 Days of Action Against Violence
Against Women at Seanscoil Sailearna in Indreabhán.
The group who attended were interested in availing of a training course about domestic violence
(similar to the ASSIST suicide course) if it was available through Irish and from which they would be
able to get a Certificate of Attendance. This will be developed further in 2022.
A DVR worker spoke with Muintearas and circulated an information leaflet with details about the
Healthy Relationships programme which will be passed around in Carna, Leitir Móir, Leitir Mealláin,
Casla, An Cheathrú Rua.
Information about the service was shared with the Connemara Family Support Network mailing list.
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INTERAGENCY WORKING WITH MODH EILE COPE GALWAY AND
OTHER REFUGE SERVICES
The vast majority of service users who use DVR services do not avail of refuge accommodation but
identify safe places to stay with friends or family when necessary. However, refuge accommodation
continues to be an essential service in the response to domestic abuse. See details of 2021 referral
to COPE Modh Eile Refuge and referral to other domestic violence Services in the Appendix for take
up of this service. In addition, DVR made a number of referrals to Solas Óg children’s services in
Modh Eile to avail of for specialist children’s supports.

INTERAGENCY WORKING: COURT PROPOSAL
2021 DVR worked with NUI Galway’s Irish Centre for Human Rights to create a proposal that aimed
to constitute the basis of discussion between DVR and Galway Court Services about the potential
implementation of a Support and Referral Service for victims/survivors of domestic violence, run by
DVR support workers. DVR made a presentation to court staff in relation to DVR’s work, its role in
advocacy and its willingness to provide services on-site to women who come to court looking for
support. This proposal will be further developed in 2022.
For many victims/survivors, navigating the legal system can be an extremely demanding, exhausting,
intimidating, humiliating and sometimes stigmatising process that re-traumatises and re-victimises
women.1 Promoting a victim/survivor-centric approach, this project draws largely on Women’s Aid’s
recently published report, The Unheard and Uncounted: Women, Domestic Abuse and the Irish Criminal
Justice System, that provides women survivors with an opportunity to share their experiences of the
legal system.2 It also draws on a visual art partnership with Engage Art Studios, Galway and Galway
European Capital of Culture in 2020, in which DVR collected anonymised testimonies of women who
navigated the court system.3 Several issues were highlighted by victims/survivors with regard to the
lack of safety and the need for access to adequate support and a referral service in the Court setting.

1

See Campbell R., Raja S., Secondary Victimization of Rape Victims: Insights From Mental Health Professionals Who Treat Survivors of Violence, (1999),
Vol. 14(3), Violence and Victims, 261, Martin P.Y., Powell R.M., ‘Accounting for the "second assault": Legal organizations' framing of rape victims’ (1994)
Vol. 19, Law and Social Inquiry, 853, Williams J. E., ‘Secondary victimization: Confronting public attitudes about rape’, (1984), Vol.9 Victimology, 66,
Madigan L., Gamble N., The second rape: Society's continued betrayal of the victim, New York: Lexington Books, 1991.
2

Unheard and Uncounted report, note 8, 3.

3

Blaise Drummond, Evelyn Glynn, Alison Lowry, Áine Philips and Ruby Wallis, Home Truths, Engage Art Studios, recording available at:
https://www.engageartstudios.com/#/home-truths/
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GOVERNANCE
DVR is a Company Limited by Guarantee and a Registered Charity. It is managed by six voluntary
members of a Board of Directors who are elected to the position each year at an Annual General
Meeting. The current background of the Board includes academic, statutory, not for profit and
corporate experience. It holds regular meetings to develop strategic plans, approve budgets, monitor
performance and business plans, hire an auditor and eliminate risk to the company. The Coordinator
of DVR is company secretary. She implements the strategies developed by the Board and manages
the day-to-day operations of the company.

FINANCIAL GOVERNANCE
The Board of DVR complies with the Charity Code of Governance. Accounts are audited annually.
DVR has a comprehensive financial policy that outlines all aspects of corporate governance, financial
policies and procedures for the day-to-day transactions of the organisation. DVR has a financial
committee which oversees budgetary management and planning. It meets each quarter to monitor
cash flow and devise funding budgets. The DVR 2021 audit was carried out by McDonough &
Associates, Galway. An external audit was carried out on behalf of Tusla, as per the Service Level
Agreement, by CDFK Audit. The Board of Directors met 8 times during 2021 to review financial
reports, propose changes to policy, approve spending and monitor accounts and a risk register. It
held its AGM in September 2021.

STAFFING
Currently, DVR employs 1 full time Coordinator (CEO), 2 Office Administrators, 1 Financial
Administrator, 5 Counselling support workers and 3 members of a Relief Advocacy Accompaniment
panel, working on an on-call basis.
4 new staff were recruited in 2021 to respond to the ongoing development of the service. All new
staff undertook a training and induction programme and the entire staff availed of up-to-date in-house
training on coercive control, including prosecution and the role of a domestic violence advocate in
collecting and giving evidence, court advocacy and interventions leading to empowerment of women.
Our liaison staff member took part in a training update with Galway Volunteer Centre to process
Garda Vetting applications for staff. All DVR staff have up-to-date disclosures. These will be done
again in 5 years as per DVR Policy. Due to Covid restrictions, our volunteering activities were
severely curtailed throughout much of 2021.

NEW PREMISES
The premises in Oughterard was flooded in early June 2021 due to a burst pipe. Considerable damage
was done to DVR promotional material, brochures, posters etc. The flooding caused substantial
damage to the outer office floor, electrical sockets and units and the office was uninhabitable. We
sourced and succeeded in securing suitable alternative accommodation and DVR moved to new
premises at Commerce House, Mountain Road, Moycullen, Co. Galway in August 2021. The move
involved a considerable amount of work for staff, including the clearing of the former premises,
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preparation and submission of budgets, and purchase of furniture and equipment. It proved to be less
than straightforward to transfer the service’s Eircom phone number, and this became a protracted
process involving the intervention of local TD Seán Kyne. Work to refit the offices continued late
into 2021. Procurement policy was followed for all purchases and services.

FUNDING 2021
DVR has benefitted from various funders in 2021. The generosity of these organisations has allowed
DVR to provide many services and supports.
Organisation

Helped to Fund

HSE – Older Peoples Operations

HSE Pilot Project

Tusla – Domestic, Sexual and Gender Based
Violence Services

Core Funding

SSE – Galway Windpark

Operational Costs

Galway Roscommon Education Training Board

Paths to Freedom and Healthy Relationships
programmes

HSE National Lottery Fund

Radio Advertisements and extended hours
support

Galway City Council Community
Enhancement Scheme

Equipment: Smart TV, White Board

Women’s Aid

Client Hardship Fund

LCDC Galway City Council 1st Round

Extended hours support

LCDC Galway City Council 2nd Round

Extended hours support

Safe Ireland Lifes2Good

CCTV / Dashcam equipment, laptop, home
heating oil

Cruinniú, Moycullen

12 X €500 Supervalu Vouchers for serviceusers for Christmas

Community Foundation of Ireland

Create a new website and extended hours
support

Figure 13: Funding Chart

STRATEGIC PLANNING
The Board and staff engaged in an external strategic consultative planning process to plan activities
and focus for 2021 – 2024. This was conducted by Ann Irwin, external consultant, and a document
was agreed by the Board which identifies DVR’s vision, mission and objectives for 2021-2024.
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APPENDIX
Sample Interagency Work: January – June 2021
Date

Name

30.06.21

CWO - Loughrea
Tusla Prevention, Partnership & Family Support Manager

29.06.21

NWCI - Workshop
CWO - Loughrea
COPE Family Hub
CWO - Clifden
Citizens Information Centre - Galway
Family Support Services - Westside
COPE Refuge
Westport FRC
Family Support Services – Loughrea
Loughrea FRC
GCP
Gort FRC
Solas, Headford
South Mayo Partnership
Claremorris FRC
Safelink

28.06.21

Threshold Housing Galway

25.06.21

Cruinniú, Moycullen
An Garda Síochána re Coercive Control
COPE Family Services
COPE Family Hub

22.06.21

Cruinniú, Moycullen
Westport FRC
Family Support Services – Loughrea
Loughrea FRC
GCP
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Gort FRC
Solas, Headford
South Mayo Partnership
Claremorris FRC
Safelink
21.06.21

COPE Family Hub

18.06.21

Comharchumann Shailearna
Údarás na Gaeltachta

17.06.21

Garda Síochána Re Coercive Control

16.06.21

HSE Early Intervention Spiddal
Social Work: 25 Newcastle Road Tusla

11.06.21

Bruach na Mara - Brothers of Charity Disability Services
COPE Family Hub

10.06.21

Muintearas, Leitir Mór
Garda Síochána Re Coercive Control
Moyola House

09.06.21

Garda Síochána Re Coercive Control

03.06.21

Galway Volunteer Centre

02.06.21

Immigrant Council of Ireland

01.06.21

Garda Síochána

28.05.21

Longford Women’s Link - referral to COPE

27.05.21

GP Ballinasloe

26.05.21

An Cheathrú Rua Priest
Department of Education

20.05.21

Foróige
CWO - Loughrea
NWCI

14.05.21

Air B&B
Parish Priest in Indreabhán
Galway Rape Crisis Centre

12.05.21

Men’s Aid
Men’s Development Network

06.05.21

Pieta House
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04.05.21

Jigsaw
Men's Development Network
Counsellor
Social Worker -Spiddal

28.04.21

Citizens Information Centre - Galway
FLAC
Social Worker (Spiddal)
Galway City Council
COPE Senior Support
Social Worker-Ballybane
Senior Safeguarding and Older Persons Officer
Community Healthcare West

27.04.21

Ability West Disability Services
Brothers of Charity Disability Services
HSE Disability Services

22.04.21

Galway Traveller Movement
Galway Court House
Child Protection Social Worker
Connemara Family Supports Service

16.04.21

Child Protection Social Worker - Westside Galway
Safe Ireland
Connemara Family Supports Services

12.04.21

Child Protection Social Worker - Oughterard

08.04.21

COPE Day Services
Child Protection Social Worker - Oughterard

07.04.21

Galway Simon

06.04.21

Peter McVerry Trust

01.04.21

COPE Homeless Services

31.03.21

CWO - Loughrea
Connemara Family Supports Service

30.03.21

Galway Simon

29.03.21

Child Protection Social Worker
Free Legal Advice Centre
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26.03.21

Free Legal Advice Centre
Galway Simon
CWO Loughrea

19.03.21

FLAC
CWO Loughrea

15.03.21

CWO Clifden
CRDAWRN (Western Region DV Network)

10.03.21

GRETB

03.03.21

Intreo
CWO Loughrea

01.03.21

CWO Clifden
Counsellor

24.02.21

Counsellor

23.02.21

Galway Volunteer Centre

22.02.21

Child Protection Social Worker - Westside Galway

04.03.21

Child Protection Social Worker - Oughterard

01.03.21

Child Protection Social Worker - Oughterard

24.02.21

Child Protection Social Worker - Oughterard

16.02.21

Child Protection Social Worker - Spiddal

11.02.21

Child Protection Social Worker - Tuam

29.01.21

Safe Ireland

19.01.21

Family Support Ballybane
Social Worker
Social Worker
GP Moycullen
Housing Association Doughiska
Helplink South
Safe Ireland
Irish Centre for Human Rights, NUI Galway
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Number of Referrals to COPE
N=10
Date

Client ID

Referral Made to

25.01.21

P51

Referral to COPE Refuge

19.02.21

Z51

Referral to COPE Refuge

08.03.21

B52

Referral to COPE Refuge

12.05.21

T52

Referral to COPE Refuge

06.04.21

F52

Referral to COPE Refuge

15.04.21

J52

Referral to COPE Outreach

09.06.21

C53

Referral to COPE Refuge

22.06.21

H53

Referral to COPE Family Hub

18.05.21

H50

Referral to COPE Refuge

22.04.21

L52

Referral to COPE Refuge

Number of Referrals to Other DV Services
N=7
01.02.21

S51

MWSS

01.02.21

V51

Meath DV services

10.02.21

W51

MWSS

12.02.21

Y51

Sonas Dublin

08.03.21

B52

DVAS Sligo

10.03.21

D49

Donegal DV Services

03.05.21

K49

Kerry DV Services

04.05.21

E48

Ascend
Men's Development Network & Men's

26.05.21

Z52

Aid

10.06.21

G37

MWSS
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
RESPONSE • GALWAY

CONTACT OUR SERVICE
091 866740
info@domesticviolenceresponse.com
www.domesticviolenceresponse.com
1st Floor, Commerce House
Mountain Road,
Moycullen
Co. Galway
H91 D9HD

Main Funders:

